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Brand Revelations: Dynamic Insights &
Interviews to Empower You to Create an
Authentic Brand is a new podcast filled
with deep insights and personal disclosures
from people who strive to express
themselves authentically through their
personal brand and offerings.
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BIO
Andrea Joy Wenburg is an author, speaker
and strategist specializing internal
processes and relational communication.
She shares inspiration and training
designed to activate others toward a loving,
authentic self-expression in relationships
and thought leadership. She founded the
company Impact By Design in 2016.

Her Kindle bestselling book UNFROZEN:
Stop Holding Back and Release the Real
You tells the story of her struggle to find
effective expression of her own deep
thoughts and intense feelings, and the
unexpected path that led her to connected
relationships and extraordinary impact.
Making their home in Nebraska, Andrea is
totally in love with her husband Aaron and
their two creative elementary age kids. 

IMPACT BY DESIGN
Impact By Design is a company committed
to helping you achieve an authentic and
purposeful foundation for your brand
and/or business. We believe that when your
brand represents the fullness of who you
are, it is more powerful, empowering and
sustainable.
We offer a unique combination of EQ
(emotional intelligence) and strategy,
designed to provide an atmosphere ripe for
you to realize dynamic revelations about
how you and your brand interact and
communicate. Our trainings and services
expediate your journey of self-discovery,
propelling you to live life into the fullness of
who you are, for the sake of others.



SPEAKING/TEAM TRAININGS
As a Fascinate Certified Advisor, Andrea
Wenburg, MA blends psychology and
marketing to help you create your personal
anthem (tagline), discover your secret
sauce (style) and develop your superpower
(strengths) into a creative contribution
(offering) that bridges the gap between you
and the needs of others. She guides groups
and retreat or workshop participants to:

An advocate for authentic relationships
and impact in the world, Andrea delivers a
powerful message to help your audience
overcome internal obstacles like fear,
doubt, negative self-talk and the constant
need for validation. 

FORMAT FOR EVENTS
Andrea offers a variety of format options
and works closely with you to understand
and address the unique relational and
emotional needs of your audience so you
can focus on the job at hand.

TESTIMONIALS

AMBER LARSON, TEAM LEADER AND
RETREAT PLANNER

“Andrea really listened to what I had to say

prior to the presentation and it was evident

in the information she presented to us.

Topics, advice, suggestions, and

encouragement that was customized for

us! Andrea is using her gifts of compassion,

listening, and leading to empower others

to be the best versions of themselves.”

SUSAN HAGEMAN, EVENT CHAIR

“Andrea was great to work with. She was

pleasant in communication and prompt in

providing information and graphics

needed during the planning process.

Andrea’s presentation had great content

and her follow-up guide was an excellent

tool to assist attendees in processing the

message on a deeper level. I definitely

recommend utilizing her gifts and talent

for future events!”
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Grow in self-awareness & self-confidence
Find renewed purpose and power in
their relationships, ministry and career
Activate the differences in
their personality and gifts to use them
more fully for the good of the group
Gain perspective and communication
skills for better group dynamics

JESSICA SAMUELSON, EDUCATOR

"Andrea is an amazing listener. She listens

with purpose. I felt very understood and

known. She helped me see that my voice

and perspective mattered. She gave me

concrete strategies to help me put my

abstract ideas into action. Andrea has a gift,

and she will help you discover yours."

“

45-60 minute keynote speech or school
assembly (30 minute times are available for
an interactive presentation for younger
children. You’ll really see the inner music
teacher come out with the elementary
kids!)
2 hour or 1 day Workshop
2 Day Retreat


